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tinioevsify O! Ttxhndogy, L_oughbarough, L.aiccstrrshiw, Englad 
(b~lmunicatecl by I,. hlirsky 
hc two pol~~nomials wit 11 complex uoe f f icicn ts. Assume for wnvenience 
that no .= 1 and let the companion matrix of a(A) be 
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0 (.I 1 . . . 0 
. . . . * 
. . . 
. . . 
0 0 0 . . . 1 
_--- 44 - J-,-l -n,_2 . . . -441 I 
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For example, the necessary and sufficient condition that a(n) have 
a repeated linear factor is that a(n) and its derivative! a’(A) have a common 
factor of degree greater than zero. This is equivalent to the matrix a’(,4j 
being singular, so in this case R may be used instead of the disciimintit 
F&j of a polynomial. 
In fact, still more information can be extracted from R. Firstly, the 
rank of R is equal to n - S, where S is the degree of the greatest common 
divisor of a(J) and b(A). Again, this fact can be derived as a special case 
of another general theorem on polynomial matrices [:3] or by a straight- 
forward direct proof (11. _ a Secondly, the main purpose of the note [ll 
was to show that the coefficients themselves in the greatest r*ommon 
divisor can be obtained from R in a simple way. 
Now the resultant and subresultants [4] (or bigradients) of twc:! 
polynomials are determinants of orders m + n, m + PS - 2, m --t_ n - 4,. . . 
and also provide a necessary and sufficient condition for relative primeness 
and expressions for the greatest common divisor and its drgrfee. In these 
respects, then, the matrix R and the bigradients are complete &ernatives. 
Householder 5] has recently given an exposition of bigradients in 
which he demonstrates their connection with the problem of determining 
the number of zeros of a complex polynomial in a given half-plane. It 
is natural to ask whether R too can be related to this problem of location 
of zeros. The purpose of the present note is to show how this question 
can be answered in the affirmative. 
3. A RELATIOK BETWEEIS THE ROWS OF IC 
Let li (i= 1,2,..., n) be the rows of R and assume nz < 9~. 
it is very easy to show that 
TlK!ll 
Xow, if ei is a row n-vector having ith element unity and all others zero, 
then clearly Ye = e,R. However, ei -2 ei_J, so 
ri = ef_lA R 
= e,_lRA 
= ri_*A, i == 2,3,. . . , n. 
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In fact, the recurrence relation (3) between successive rows of R holds 
for any value of m ; if m >, n, the expression (2) will of course be different, 
For example, if m = n, use of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem gives q == 
(d?V d a_l,. . . , d,), where dd = b, - boai. 
3. A THEOREM OF HERMITE 
Following Lehnigk [S, 7 1, associate with a complex polynomial c 
g(6) = on + gJl”-’ +- ’ l l -+ g,;, 
the real symmetric H x n Hermite matrix H --I (J%,~) with 
/luv = (p -- 1, Y) +* (p -- 2, Y .+ 1) -+- l l l + (1,p -i- v ‘-- 2) + (0,p + y - I), 
p < v (4) 
(k, I) = 0 if I > tZ, 
kd-),I,..,, n- 1; k<Z<n; go =fL 1. (5) 
fknote the principal minors det(h,,), p, Y r= 1, 2,. . . , k by H,,.. 
It should be noticed that the formula (4) can still be used even if 
P >p 1’ provided (k, I) in (5) is interpreted 3s - (I, k) for k ;-- I and zcw 
for h ;“; 1. 
Lt.3 
= fo(4 i- i/1(4 s9 
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be another complex polynomial of degree n, with t+bk = ak + ir(jkr k = 
12 P- l *I n. It turns out to be more convenient to put A = a0 in (6) wit11 
f( 0) i = P&B) = i”(A” + g,il”-r -+ l l l + g,), 
where ga = t##, k = 1,2,. . . , n. The numbers of zeros of f(A) having 
positive and negative irnaginarv parts are respectively equal to the numbers Y 
of zeros of g(0) having positive and negative real parts. 
The relationship (5) for the Mermite matrix associated with g(O) 
then becomes 
tk z, = i(+k!?l - ekes) 
= 2(or& - x,/J.). (7) 
Denoting the rows of H by&, r = 1,2,. . . , +z, equations (4) and (7) give 
AI1 -x= 2(/q, pz,. . l , /in) WI 
and 
so there is %I relation between the rows of H which can be written 
h, = g,_,h, + h,_lE, r = 2.3,. . ., t2, 
where 
E== 
- 
-x1 - 
1 
I) 
sip 
0 
1 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
4. AS ALTERSATIVE THEOREM 
Let F be the companion matrix of the form (1) for the real polynomial 
/,-,(A), let R(j) = /,.(I$ and let R,, k = 1, 2,. . . , n denote the K x k minor 
formed from the first k rows and last k cohnnns of R(J). 
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THEOREM 2. Sufipose none 01 RI, Rz, . . . , K, is zero. ?hczz /(A) has 
p zeros with positive imaginary parts and n - p zeros with 1Ze,guti;%? imaginar\! 
:&s, / &we j5 is the number of variations in sign in the sepience 
1, E(l)Rl, E(2)&, . . . , &(n)R, and e(k) = (--- 1)(1/2)“(k-l). 
Proof. This consists in showing that (Q)V&. -= c(k)&, k -- 1,2,. . . , ~1, 
inhere the Hk are as in Theorem 1. 
First, put 
S = R(f) J, 
I) 
i 
0 1 
(10) 
Ii the rows of R(f) are pl,. . . , pI1. then, from (3) and (3)) p1 == (/sI(, /(a_1, . . . , 
/‘jr) and pi = pi__JC Hence, from ( W), if the rows of S are sl, . . . r s,~, then 
si --z piJ 
_-- -- si- I E. (11) 
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0, = a,_lsl + a,_2s2 + l l l + s, 
= sl(a,_J + ar-2E + ar,_sE2 + l l l + ET-‘) bY (11) 
= a,_lsl + ~o~_~E, r = 2,3, . . . , n. (1 2; 
Since co1 = sl = Ml (by (9))* comparison of (9) and (12) shows that 
us = #H. (13) t 
Finally, applying the Rinet-Cauchy theorem to (13) and (lo), it follows 
that the leading principal minor Sk of S is equal to (+)k&, and that Sk :=- 
e(k)RC, where e(k) is the minor of the first R rows and last k columns of 
J. The stated expression for E(K) is readily derived. 
There is of course no difficulty in relating Theorem 2 to the number 
of zeros of f(A) in any half-plane. 
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